Introduction
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The aurora at Saturn displays several different morphologies, each of them related 30 to different dynamical behaviours [Grodent, 2015] and connected to the magnetosphere by the currents related to solar wind interaction with the planet, there is also a current system 38 related to subcorotation of the magnetospheric plasma [Cowley et al., 2004] , which was 39 shown not to account for the auroral field aligned current intensities or their co-latitude 40 location. Finally, there is another system associated with the planetary period oscillation 41 phenomenon at Saturn [Southwood and Kivelson, 2007] . It is suggested that the main au-42 roral field-aligned current system at Saturn is a combination of two systems: one rotating 43 system associated with the planetary period oscillation system and one static related to the 44 subcorotation of the magnetosphere near the open-closed field lines [Hunt et al., 2014] .
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The main auroral emission is often observed to brighten in the dawn region as hot Vasyliunas type reconnection [Vasyliūnas, 1983] . Another example of auroral intensifica-61 tions and poleward expansions in the dawn auroral sector was reported by Nichols et al.
62
[2014]. They showed a case where the auroral emission was supercorotating at ∼330% of to various dynamical events. In the dayside region auroral arcs are reported to bend to-71 wards the pole (bifurcations of the main emission) and are related to dayside reconnec-72 tion events . Additionally, a nightside polar auroral arc [Radioti et al., 73 2014] , which resembles a terrestrial transpolar arc 
135
In this work, we report a novel type of arc the 'dusk/midnight auroral arc' and dis-136 cuss its relation to the evolution of the dawn auroral emission. In panel A (at 0642 UT) 137 we observe two dusk/midnight arcs extending from the poleward edge of the main emis- [2013] . We believe that the above description of the evolution of the auroral features 172 is reasonable, even though it cannot be absolute, since we are not monitoring continuously 173 the aurora but every 2-3 hours.
174
The observations of the azimuthally-extended polar to equator arcs in the dusk sec- 
183
However, in that case the arc disappears without being followed by a dawn enhancement.
184
This dusk/midnight arc observed here should not be mistaken for the 'nightside po- 
212
In particularly they suggested that tenuous plasma carried inward in rapidly moving flux 213 tubes from the tail reconnection site may generate significant disturbances in the magne-214 tosphere and the ionosphere, especially on the dawn side, such as producing intense field-215 aligned currents that would be expected to cause aurora to brighten. While the above scenario of the poleward auroral expansion to be initiated by the 268 auroral arc is novel at Saturn, it has been previously proposed for the terrestrial case. is observed in the midnight without being followed by an auroral dawn enhancement.
286
Alternatively to the current redistribution (initiated by the auroral streamer) scenario, The polar projection procedure does not preserve photometry; therefore, the color table may only be used as a proxy for the projected emission brightness. 
